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Dear Vice-President Dombrovskis

Thank you once again for agreeing so readily to contribute to our 10th anniversary publication on the 
future of Europe's capital markets. Since we are getting closer to our publication date, I thought I would 
just follow up to let you know we have an impressive list of contributors (see attached), all of whom will 
no doubt have strong and distinctive things to say. But as part of the editorial process we'd like to try to 
minimise duplication or overlap between the different contributions.

It would be great if you could have someone from your office either give us a very brief summary of your 
key points, or ask someone to arrange to speak with (copied). I would also
like to take this opportunity to confirm the final submission date is Friday 28th June.

In addition, it would be helpful if your office could send us a copy of your official biography and a 
headshot we can give to our designers as they begin work on the layout.

Once again, we really appreciate your taking the time and effort to participate in what I feel sure will be 
an important and timely publication.

Kind regards.

affne/
Finance lor Europe

39tli Floor
2i> Canada Square 
Canary Wharf
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Tlie Association lor Financial Markets in Europo (Λ F MF) represents a broad ran де of European and global participants in the wholesale 
financial markets. Its members comprise pan-ĽuľopcaíJ and ;;loba) banks as well as key regional banks and oilier financmi institutions. 
ΛΕΜΕ advocates stable, competitive and sustainable European financial markets, that support economic growth and benefit society. ΛΕΜΕ 
is registered on the EIITnuisparciicy Register, registration number 6Γ»1100Λ39βί>·7Γ». Our Privacy Policy is available here.
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Finance for Europe

AFME Tenth Anniversary Publication

"The future for European Capital Markets. 
How will the next 10 years look?"

Confirmed contributors:

1) Mark Carney - Bank of England

2) Elizabeth Corley - Allianz

3) Sir Howard Davies - RBS

4) Jacques de Larosière - EuroFi

5) Valdis Dombrovskis - EU Commission

6) Burno Le Maire - French Minister of the Economy and Finance

7) JP Mustier - UniCredit

8) Xavier Rolet - CQS

9) Davide Serra - Algebris
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